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access control on content retrieved from caches, while allowing
the cache to be broadly used. Most of current solutions on
access control for ICN fails on providing an effective way of
protecting such content, as they encrypt each content with a
distinct secret key and focus on guaranteeing only authorized
users have access to such secret keys [3]–[9]. While these
solutions allow content in cache to be useful for different users,
the content protection is easily compromised if a malicious
user discloses the secret key, since the key related to a specific
content is the same for all users.
In this paper, we propose an access control enforcement
solution for encrypted content in ICN aiming three main
properties: (i) content can be cached anywhere and retrieved
by anyone; (ii) no entities are added to the network for
access control enforcement and policy verification; (iii) users
possessing the content cannot decrypt it unless allowed by the
content provider. To meet these requirements, we adapt and
optimize a proxy re-encryption (PRE) cryptographic scheme
and employ it in an access control solution for ICN. In the
proposed solution, we remove the proxy entity and place its
functions on the user side. Thus, the content is encrypted by
the provider and decrypted by any user having a re-encryption
key, issued by the content provider. Cache satisfies any request
for contents regardless the user, while our solution guarantees
access control policies enforcement by the content provider,
since it is mandatory for users to request the provider for a reencryption key to decrypt the content. Although content access
control would be desirable for most of contents on the Internet,
we tackle the specificities of very popular contents, such as
videos, music, and software updates, where caching will work
on their full potential and the benefits from ICN emerge in a
more substantial way. We go further than [10] by improving
the ideas and optimizing the algorithms.
This paper is structured as follows. Section II describes
current efforts for access control in ICN and discusses their
main shortcomings and challenges. Section III details the PRE
scheme, which bases our solution. Section IV describes our
assumptions regarding the network, content distribution, and
threat models, and details an optimization on the PRE scheme.
Section V analyzes the computational suitability of our solution. Section VI discusses the solution regarding performance,
security, and suitability for ICN architectures. Section VII
provides final remarks and suggests future works.

Abstract—The Information-centric Network (ICN) paradigm
is an important initiative toward an Internet architecture more
suitable for content distribution. The change it imposes by naming, routing, and forwarding content directly on the network layer
empowers the architecture with several interesting characteristics,
such as in-network caching. As contents are meaningful for different users, they can be opportunistically cached and easily accessed
by them, which improves content delivery and user experience.
However, the fact that users can retrieve content through caches
without interacting with the content provider raises security
concerns regarding unauthorized access and the enforcement of
access control policies. In this context, we propose an access
control solution for ICN by adapting and optimizing a proxy
re-encryption scheme, reducing up to 33% the processing time.
The proposed solution is perfectly aligned with ICN demands,
simultaneously ensuring content protection against unauthorized
access of contents retrieved from unrestricted in-network caches
as well as access control policies enforcement for legitimate users.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The Information-centric Network (ICN) [1] paradigm has
gained considerable attention from both academia and industry
in recent years. It aims to overcome current Internet shortcomings by changing the main network entity from hosts to
named content, thus routing and forwarding named content
directly on the network layer. This new paradigm favors
very special features, such as traffic aggregation, contentlocation independence, and in-network caching, which evolve
the current Internet architecture for a natural environment to
content distribution. However, the ICN paradigm also changes
many aspects related to the network security. For example,
naming content modifies the security paradigm from securing
hosts, links, or sessions to securing content, requiring that users
could assess authenticity and integrity directly from the named
content [2]. Moreover, the deployment of in-network caches
results in content being retrieved from anywhere by anyone,
arising new challenges concerning unauthorized access and
access control policies enforcement, since it is no longer
necessary to connect to a specific server to retrieve contents.
The access control issue is particularly worrisome for
protected or copyrighted content distribution, e.g., movies,
music, and software, in which access is linked with payments
and user’s compliance with strict rules such as age, type
of subscription, and location. Thus, disclosing such kind of
content on the Internet without the ability to enforce access
control policies would be damaging for content providers, and
it is highly unlikely that the ICN architecture would be adopted
under such terms. Thereby, there is an obvious need to enforce
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II.

R ELATED WORK

This section presents related works regarding content access control in information-centric network as well as explains
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many applications, such as encrypted e-mail forwarding, secure
distributed file systems, and outsourced encrypted spam filtering. Several proxy re-encryption solutions have been explored
in the literature, focusing on very different attractive properties.
For our solution, we employ the efficient unidirectional proxy
re-encryption scheme proposed by [19], detailed below.

the fundamentals of proxy re-encryption schemes.
A. Access control in Information-Centric Networks
The in-network caching infrastructure introduced by the
ICN paradigm represents a great challenge for content access
control. As the content is cached along the path by unreliable
entities such as routers, mobile devices, or third party servers
(as in a CDN-like infrastructure), content providers face problems to manage and enforce access control to their content [3].
Restricting the knowledge of content names only to authorized
users is not sufficient, because content names can be easily
discovered [11]. The basic approach to control the access to
content in ICN is through content encryption, ensuring that
only users having a valid key can access it [12]. However,
the cryptographic scheme should be carefully chosen, as some
of them may hinder the caching (like traditional symmetric
key cryptographic schemes, in which a content encrypted to a
given user may not be useful to any other user [13]).

III.

T HE E FFICIENT U NIDIRECTIONAL P ROXY
R E - ENCRYPTION S CHEME

The Efficient Unidirectional Proxy Re-encryption (EUPRE) scheme proposed by [19] aims at a simple design, short
ciphertexts and computational efficiency. In order to achieve
such goals, the authors propose a PRE scheme that does
not rely on pairings and is secure against adaptive chosenciphertext attack under the computational Diffie-Hellman assumption. The EU-PRE scheme is based on ElGamal encryption and Schnorr signature, and applies the token-controlled
encryption technique to “hide” the delegator secret key. Next,
we detail the six algorithms used in EU-PRE, from [19].

Different cryptographic approaches have been explored
in access control solutions for ICN, such as attribute-based
encryption [3], [5], [14] and broadcast encryption [4]. The
idea of such solutions is to create groups of users to share
keys for decrypting content, consequently optimizing caching
over the network. This same concept is used in solutions by [8],
[15], but using the traditional public-private key cryptosystem.
Although such solutions allow users to share cached contents,
they become vulnerable if malicious or compromised users
discloses the keys, as any unauthorized user on the network
retrieving content from caches may use these keys. Trying to
overpass such limitations, [16] uses two layers of symmetric
encryption. However, it introduces overhead to the system as
well as demands modification on ICN behavior.

S ETUP: choose primes p and q such that q | p − 1, message
m of size ℓ0 , security parameter ℓ1 and a generator g for the
group G of order q. In addition, four hash functions are used:
H1 : {0, 1}ℓ0 × {0, 1}ℓ1 → Z∗q , H2 : G → {0, 1}ℓ0 +ℓ1 , H3 :
{0, 1}∗ → Z∗q and H4 : G → Z∗q .
K EY GENERATION: secret keys kvi,1 and kvi,2 are chosen
randomly from Z∗q and public keys are set by g kv , thus kpi,1 =
g kvi,1 mod p and kpi,2 = g kvi,2 mod p.
E NCRYPTION: choose random u from Z∗q , random w of size
l1 and calculate r = H1 (m, ω) and D, E and F as follows
H (kpP,2 )

kpP,2 )u

mod p

(1)

H (kpP,2 )

kpP,2 )r

mod p

(2)

4
D = (kpP,1

Proxy re-encryption schemes have already been applied
in the context of access control. The works from [17] and
[18] are applied to access control on content in clouds, thus
considering that the content providers have control over the
content storage and are able to revoke access at any time
(which is a difficult assumption in ICN). Parallel to our
work, [9] explores the proxy re-encryption scheme for access
control in ICN. However, the analysis conducted by the authors
lead them to propose the use of symmetric cryptography to
encrypt the content and the use of re-encryption to protect
symmetric keys, which incurs the same deficiencies previously
identified. Thus, it is observed that a solution to provide access
control in ICN is not a trivial task and requires alignment of
multiple objectives, particularly with respect to data security
and content delivery performance through caches.

4
E = (kpP,1

F = H2 (g r

mod p) ⊕ (m||ω)

(3)

and s = u + r · H3 (D, E, F ) mod q. Outputs (D, E, F, s).
R E - ENCRYPTION KEY GENERATION: choose a random h of
size l0 and π of size l1 and calculate v = H1 (h×π). Calculate
V = kpvU,2 mod p and W = H2 (g v mod p) ⊕ (h||π). The
re-encryption key is
rkP →U = h (X)

mod p,

(4)

where
X = (kvP,1 H4 (kpP,2 ) + kvP,2 )

−1

mod p − 1.

(5)

The output is (rkP →U , V, W ).
H (kp

)

4
P,2
R E - ENCRYPTION: validate ((kpP,1
mod p)kpP,2
s
H3 (D,E,F )
mod p) mod p = D · (E
mod p) mod p. If the
equality holds, compute

B. Proxy Re-Encryption
The basic idea of standard proxy re-encryption (PRE)
schemes is to transform a message m encrypted with the public
key of user A (and thus decryptable using A’s private key)
into a message decryptable using the private key of another
user, B, without exposing the content m nor the corresponding
private keys. This transformation takes place on a semi-trusted
delegated proxy. User A authorizes a proxy to transform her
ciphertexts to user B by giving it a re-encryption key rkA→B .
They assume that the proxy does not learn the plaintext it
re-encrypts nor the private keys of users A and B. These
characteristics makes proxy re-encryption schemes suitable for

E ′ = E rkP →U

mod p

(6)

and outputs (E ′ , F, V, W ).
D ECRYPTION: recover (h||π) and (m||ω) by calculating
−1

(h||π) = W ⊕ H2 (V kvU,2

mod p−1

mod p)

(7)

−1

mod p−1

mod p)

(8)

(m||ω) = F ⊕ H2 (E ′h
Outputs m if V =
mod p.

2

H1 (h,π)
kpU,2

′

mod p and E = g

H1 (m,ω)·h
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IV.

A N OPTIMIZED ACCESS CONTROL SOLUTION FOR ICN

content provider should validate the user (check her identity
and public key) to certify she is a legitimate user of the service
and to grant access to contents based on its own policies.

Different from previous approaches, we aim to propose an
access control solution completely aligned with ICN purposes,
thus ensuring different users could benefit from content on any
cache over the network while protecting it against unauthorized
access. In addition, it would be desirable neither to introduce
extra entities for the access control procedure nor to modify
the core functions of any ICN architecture, keeping the process
simple while following the ICN specifications. In light of such
goals, we adapt the EU-PRE scheme in two distinct aspects:
(i) we eliminate the proxy entity, by allocating proxy functions
directly on the user side, and (ii) we optimize re-encryption and
decryption algorithms for better performance. In our model, the
content provider encrypts each content with a distinct public
key. Either the content provider or in-network caches can
satisfy requests for these contents, as usual. However, in order
to decrypt the content, users must request a corresponding
re-encryption key to the content provider, thus allowing the
content provider to enforce access control policies on users.
Next subsections introduce the system model and detail the
proposed access control solution.

T HREAT MODEL: we assume that the content provider behaves correctly, i.e., does not distribute private content or
decryption rights to unauthorized users. On the other hand,
routers follow a honest but curious adversary model, in which
they correctly perform their functions, but may be curious and
try to access content passing through it. Malicious entities may
be illegitimate users without access to the content provider
service or legitimate users trying to access content for which
they have no authorization. Their intention is to gain access
to content without the burden assigned to authorized users,
such as payment, personal data checking, or different types of
accounts. They can exploit protected content learning the content name by either eavesdropping communication paths from
nearby users or by snooping, or yet by probing nearby caches.
Furthermore, malicious entities can retrieve re-encryption keys
from caches as well. Moreover, as users have access to content
through specific applications, there is no need to discover the
name of the content beforehand or by any untrusted method.

A. System model

B. The proposed solution

Our assumptions are divided into a three-layer model
composed by the network model, content distribution model,
and threat model. These models are discussed below.

Our solution is structured in three domains: content
provider, network, and user domains. The content provider domain covers content encryption and re-encryption key generation. The network domain comprises content distribution on the
ICN paradigm. The user domain is composed by re-encryption
and decryption. Fig. 1 illustrates operations in each domain.
Next, we detail these operations. From now on, we refer to
EU-PRE as EU-RE (Efficient Unidirectional Re-encryption),
to emphasize the absence of proxies in our solution.

N ETWORK MODEL: we assume the particularities of Named
Data Network architecture (NDN) [12], however, as the
proposed solution does not imply any change in the ICN
paradigm, it can be applied to any ICN architecture. In the
NDN architecture, each content is composed by a set of 4Kb
chunks [20], which are individually named, and the namecontent binding is cryptographically signed, as proposed in
[2]. To request a content, users send an Interest packet
and the network returns a Data packet. Content names from
the same content provider may share common prefixes, which
are aggregated in routing table for performance. Routers are in
charge of routing and forwarding content requests, as well as
optionally storing content chunks in internal caches according
to adopted caching policies. After receiving an Interest
packet, the router checks its cache and promptly replies, in case
the content is stored on its cache. Otherwise, the router checks
its pending interest table (PIT). If an interface is waiting for the
same content, the router aggregates the requests by appending
the incoming interface to the entry. If no identical request is
found on PIT, the router adds a new entry and consults its
forwarding information base to send the request toward the
content provider. The Data packet with content follows the
request path back to the user, consuming PIT entries on routers.

K EY PAIR GENERATION: Either content providers or a third
party PKI generate and distribute public-private key pairs for
content providers and users. The K EY G ENERATION algorithm
generates two key sets of public-private keys. This feature is
introduced by [19] to guarantee the content provider private
key is not disclosed in case of proxy and user collusion and is
extremely important in our case, since we deliberately allocate
the proxy function in the user domain.
C ONTENT ENCRYPTION: The content provider has a set C
of contents that it wishes to make available to users. Each
content ci ∈ C has a distinct public key kpci . Chunks from
the same content are individually encrypted (step 1) with the
content public key. The corresponding private key, kvci , is
kept secret by the content provider. The encrypted content is
distributed as users request for it, and is properly cached in the
network according to caching policies. Notice that the content
can be everywhere in the network, but as it is encrypted with a
public key whose corresponding private key is only known by
the content provider, no one is able to access it other than the
content provider. Thus, both legitimate users and malicious
entities that retrieve the content from cache or intercept a
communication cannot access the content at this stage.

C ONTENT DISTRIBUTION MODEL: content providers offer
contents to users upon subscription of a service, and demand
legitimate users to be properly registered and logged into
the application to have access to controlled content catalog.
Such application can be previously loaded on devices or
available for installation upon request. Content chunks are
stored in content providers’ servers or in a third-party CDN
infrastructure; to access the content, the user should use the
content provider application with her credentials. The request
follows the NDN routing specification and can be satisfied by
the content provider itself or by any cache in the network. The

R E - ENCRYPTION KEY GENERATION: Before the application
can access the content, it must be decrypted. Thus, a legitimate
user U wanting to decrypt content ci must request the reencryption key rkci →U . Then, U sends an Interest packet
requesting the re-encryption key for content ci to the content
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Access control policy enforcement for ICN: operation overview

Notice that originally E ′ is computed in Eq. (6) and used in
Eq. (8) to recover message m. However, it is possible for the
users to apply E directly on Eq. (8). Substituting E ′ for E
and applying rkP →U directly on Eq. (8), we have
 rkP →U

(m||ω) = F ⊕ H2 E h
mod p
mod p, (9)

provider (step 2). The content provider checks if the user is
allowed to access ci , identifies the private key related to the
content, calculates rkci →U (step 3) and sends a Data packet
containing the re-encryption key. This means that the user U is
the only one able to use rkci →U to decrypt content ci , since it
requires user U private key kvU (unless user U also discloses
his own public-private key pair). It is useless to a potential
malicious entity to gather the content and the re-encryption
key by eavesdropping or by sniffing caches: it may be able to
re-encrypt the content, but the resulting ciphertext can only be
decrypted with the intended user private key.

which returns m. Thus, we eliminate Eq. (6) computation and
remove h from Eq. 8, as the optimized exponent is
N=

C ONTENT DECRYPTION: Upon receiving the content ci (or
content chunks) and the re-encryption key rkci →U , user U
is able to decrypt ci . Using the re-encryption key rkci →U ,
the content ci is decrypted with the user’s private key kvU
and consumed by the application (step 4). The re-encryption
key is exclusive for user U and the corresponding content ci .
This implies that every user receives its own re-encryption key
from the content provider for each content on demand, thus
the content provider can deny the re-encryption key in case of
abuse or non-compliance with stated requirements.

1
rkP →U
=
h
kvP,1 H4 (kpP,2 ) + kvP,2

mod p−1. (10)

As each modular exponentiation has exponent close to p, their
time complexity is O(log p), i.e., each modular exponentiation needs log2 (p) interactions. Re-encryption and decryption
functions originally compute three modular exponentiations
and two inversions, while their optimized version computes
two modular exponentiations and two modular inversions,
which may be computed by modular exponentiation. Hence,
these functions require 5 log2 (p) and 4 log2 (p) interactions for
original and optimized versions, respectively. Consequently,
the optimized version is 1/5, i.e., 20% faster than the original.
In addition, as it does not require the introduction of new assumptions into the system, it does not introduce vulnerabilities.

R E - ENCRYPTION KEY REVOCATION: Once the user U has
the re-encryption key rkci →U for content ci , she is able to
decrypt ci whenever she wants. Although keys are stored
inside the proprietary application and, in normal conditions,
not accessible to users, it is still important to deal with reencryption key revocation. Furthermore, any content signed
with the public key used to encrypt the content ci could be
opened by U with rkci →U , and is the main reason why it is
mandatory for each content to have a distinct public-private
key pair, making it difficult to revoke a re-encryption key
once the user has access to it. Thus, a natural way to revoke
and invalidate a re-encryption key is by renewing content
encryption with a different public-private key pair in a time
basis. This would generate different re-encryption keys for
each content and demand users to ask for new re-encryption
keys whenever they want to access the content.

V.

E VALUATION

We aim to validate the computational suitability of original
and optimized EU-RE versions for our access control solution.
We implemented1 the six algorithms from EU-RE: S ETUP,
K EY G EN, E NCRYPT, D ECRYPT, R E K EY G EN, and R EEN CRYPT . Table I lists the parameters used in the validation2 .
TABLE I
PARAMETERS USED ON EU-RE VALIDATION
Parameter
Key size (k)
Message size (ℓ0 )
Security parameter (ℓ1 )
Hash functions H1 , H3 , H4
Hash function H2

C. EU-RE optimization
The allocation of proxy functions in the user domain allows
the optimization of re-encryption and decryption operations
without introducing new information to the system. Given
Eqs. (6) (re-encryption) and (8) (decryption), we can simplify
the re-encryption operation directly on the decryption phase.

1 Codes

Value
1024, 2048, and 3072 bits
0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 KB
160 bits
mod q
mod 2(ℓ0 +ℓ1 )

are available at http://www.inf.ufpr.br/elisam/proxy.
implemented simple hash functions only for validation purposes, thus,
we do not assess their security here.
2 We
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which is very close to the theoretical value found on complexity analysis (20%). The average processing time reduction is
better observed on Fig. 3(d). As these operations are executed
in the user side, the reduction represents an expressive gain
for the solution, valuable in resource-constrained devices.

The results were benchmarked on a Linux Mint 17 Qiana
64 bits server, AMD Opteron Processor 6136 2.4GHz, 86GB
RAM, representing a content provider (scenario A), and on an
Ubuntu 13.10 32 bits Sony Vaio laptop, Core 2 Duo 1.66GHz
and 2GB RAM, representing a user device (scenario B). We
measured the time to perform encryption, re-encryption key
generation, re-encryption, and decryption operations. Although
we are interested in 4Kb chunk sizes [20], we used different
chunk sizes to better assess the behavior of EU-RE, as well
as different key sizes. The results are the average of 100
executions, with confidence interval of 95%. As S ETUP and
K EY G EN algorithms can optionally be executed in a public
key infrastructure, we do not account key generation and
distribution costs in this stage.
Fig. 2 shows results for the original EU-RE operations.
From the results, we conclude that EU-RE operations are
suitable for employment in an access control solution for ICN.
For example, content provider’s operations of encryption and
re-encryption key generation perform below 100ms on server
scenario, as well as user’s operations of re-encryption and
decryption on the user scenario. We notice that re-encryption
key generation time is high due to the pseudo-random number generator for h, which has the size of the chunk. This
may be optimized by adopting symmetric cryptography for
pseudo-random number generation as in [21]. We clarify that
although Fig. 2(b) costs are bigger than 4 seconds, such
results are related to the user scenario, while these operations
are exclusively processed by content providers (results from
both scenarios for all operations are plotted for completeness).
Fig. 3(a-c)3 shows a comparison of processing time between
original and optimized versions of EU-RE for decryption plus
re-encryption operations. The proposed optimization results in
a reduction up to 33% of processing time with average of 18%,

VI.

D ISCUSSION

The main goal of the proposed solution is to provide a
way for content providers to enforce access control policies
on protected content under the ICN paradigm. The main
obstacles to achieve such property came from two intrinsic
characteristics of ICN: (i) the implementation of named content
and (ii) ubiquitous cache. While named content makes it easier
for malicious users to identify available content on the network, the cache decentralizes content distribution, thus users
no longer have to retrieve content directly from the content
provider; instead, the request may be satisfied by a nearby
cache. Our solution tackles the latter issue by distributing
encrypted content and using a modified version of a proxy reencryption scheme to allow only authorized users to decrypt it.
Next, we present considerations about performance, security,
and suitability of our solution in light of the ICN paradigm.
Performance: from the perspective of the content provider domain, there is the onus of encrypting content and computing reencryption keys. Results obtained with EU-RE validation show
that the extra load imposed by re-encryption key creation does
not seem to impact on the content provider performance, as
the re-encryption keys are supposed to be created on demand.
However, the amount of users and contents may influence
the content provider performance, as it is closely related to
the amount of re-encryption keys that it manages. Besides,
we assume that content providers can overcome performance
issues by employing load-balancing strategies. At the user
domain, the issue is the extra task of re-encrypting the content

3 Notice that we used a different Y-axis scale from Fig. 2 for a better
visualization of EU-RE optimization behavior.
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before decrypting it. The proposed optimization involving reencryption and decryption operations on user domain provides
a substantial improvement in user side processing times. Another important issue relates to the periodical change of content
encryption with different keys to provide re-encryption keys
revocation. While this mechanism may be useful to avoid
brute force attacks on contents due to a substantially large
sampling set of contents encrypted with the same key, the key
management overhead of our access control scheme is being
considered for further investigation.
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are placed at the user side into the application, thus the user
has no incentives to behave maliciously on proxy functions.
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[8]

[9]

[10]

Suitability for ICN architectures: our solution does not imply any change in the ICN architecture, since only content
providers and users are involved in encryption and decryption
actions. As the network is not loaded with specific requirements, it is free to route and forward packets to whoever
requests it, in the best possible way. As the re-encryption
key has size p, it fits in one chunk and does not introduce
overhead to the network. In addition, no security functions are
transferred to network elements: routers do not have to check
keys nor enforce access policies. However, the process of key
revocation implies some drawbacks: for a time window, the old
content can be accessed by users holding the old corresponding
re-encryption key, if they retrieve the content from cache. An
idea to solve this issue is to incorporate a timestamp into the
content name and to make the application aware of new names,
ensuring that the application asks for the current timestamp.
This issue is being considered for further investigation.
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C ONCLUSION
[17]

In this work, we proposed an access control enforcement
solution for ICN architectures. Each content is encrypted with
a distinct public key, maximizing cache use as the content
satisfies requests from any user. In order to decrypt the content,
the user has to request the content provider for a re-encryption
key, tied with the user’s public key. Thus, the content provider
has an active access control over the content. Even in case
a malicious user retrieves the protected content and the reencryption key, it still cannot access the content, as the private
key associated with the re-encryption key is required to decrypt
the content. Simulation shows that the proposed solution is
suitable for ICN and that the proposed optimization improves
processing times up to 33%. Future work consists on refining
and investigating the re-encryption key revocation phase.
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